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M'ard's famous lightweight champion boxer. He
is now physical director at the Harvard Gym."
"You don't say so! well I'll be hanged.

Guess old Harvard had to push on its clock

when Tommy got moving. You know he caught

all the early worms at Villanova."
"Yes, and gave Bill Sheehan the opportunity

of cartooning him in 'The Morning Milk.' By
the way, Sheehan is a big one in Villanova 's

Hall of Fame since he got his place in the

"Hold on, what are you giving me?"
"Why, the New York Sun, of course. Good

fellow, Sheehan is. He boosted Matt Lynch
all the way up to the Attorney Generalship

—

although I must say Matt's silver tongue and
his keen logic in the end would have won the

day. But talking about silver tongues reminds
me of pulpit oratory," said Frank. "Bobby,
if you ever w^ant to hear Billy Sunday beaten

to a frazzle just go East and listen to Father
Earl Gray and Father Drew Maginnes, of the

Augustinian Mission Band. Why they just

sweep loungers on the primrose path headlong
into the thorny road while you wait."

"What do you knoAv about that?" drawled
out Bobbj^ in a reminiscent tone, "believe me,
1 would rather do that than dig up these old

fossils around here. Glad some of the fellows

stayed to help out in that direction. I'd head
mj'self towards Corr Hall but they say you
need a vocation, and the Lord never handed
me the writ ; so my road of destiny leads an-

other way. Just one more remark and I'll

rest. Say, Villanova 's biggest miracle nearly

knocked me cold."

"What do you mean?" said Frank, looking

surprised.

"Why, think of it , dream of it, broadcast it

to the four winds, Joe Ford inaugurating the

million-dollar campaign for a greater Villa-

nova and carrying it over the top by another
half million. Did any one of us in the old days
ever suspect Joe's hidden talent for high
finance, he certainly has got the stuff and the

go. But here, Frank, tell me something about
yourself; I heard you were in the Aviation
Corps overseas. I wanted to get into that
branch of the service myself, but they thought
my radio broadcasting was superior to my fly-

ing so they kept me tied to earth, but, holy
smokes, what are you doing out here, Frank?"

"Just a little prospecting for our home
firm. I'm rather vague as yet to details, but
know' I shall be here some time. My destina-
tion now is Ash Fork."
"Good, bull^' good! I'm grinding out some

stuft* for the Smithsonian and keep on the go

from Navajoland to Moqui and from Moqui to

Apache Reserves. Any time you need help or

feel lonely, just send me the S. 0. S. and I'll

be right on the spot,
'

' said Bobby, handing
Frank his card. "Let's go into the observation

car and look over the lay of the land," sug-

gested Bobby. "Do you know, Frank, I don't

make you out—are you in any trouble? You
look like the Old Man in the Mountain—you
seem to lack pep—why, you're as quiet and
slow as a' snail, you who were the best of the

old bunch. Can 't you tell me what hurts j^ou ? '

'

said Bobby in a tone that was sympathetically
sincere. '::,.. •';; '':{:'
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"No, Bobby, there are some things one
must grin and bear, that's all."

"Well, Frank, you have come to the right

place to get rid of trouble. The country of

Manana easily kills all care. The whole atmos-
phere grips you in its thrill, you lose yourself

and never worry about the loss. But see here,

PVank, you 're tired, so 1 '11 let up for awhile
and we can both improve the shining hours by
a silent study of the landscape and then we'll

adjourn to the smoker again and discuss more
of the Villanova bunch."

For hours the train rolled on through this

land of Manana—no hurry, no wdld rush after

the pomp of power, nor its much prizezd sub-

stitute, the mighty dollar. Do men live more
calmly, or probably more rationally, if not more
happily here? Quien sabe? Perhaps the quaint
adobe mission churches could answer—perhaps
the mesas high above the earth could give a

satisfying repl.y? Thoughts like these were in-

truding themselves with quiet insistence into

Frank's reflections as they passed the red-tiled

stations of Mission architecture, the ranches of

the native Mexicans and the haciendas of the
more prosperous Spaniard, the Indian pueblos
M'ith their tiers of mud-backed houses from
M'hose walls hung strings of bright red chilli

and whose water carriers—Indian women

—

with their crude pottery and their blankets of

richest colorings were the most picturesque of

all. Leaving Gallop, the journey assumed an-
other aspect; the scattered Navajo hogans re-

placed the adobe houses of the pueblos; the cliff'

dwellings, the mesa homes, the sandy soil, the
brown stunted grass, the sparse vegetation
were more in evidence and prepared the way
for the "painted deserts" of Arizona. A well
known writer has called beautiful Arizona the
"plaything of earthquakes"; the Indians call

it "the land behind the moon"; the many va-
garies of its fashioning, the gigantic and fan-


